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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an approach to spatial audio process-
ing in ambisonics as a part of musical practice. We present
the control of two treatments - the decorrelation and ring
modulation in ambisonic - to express how the design of
digital objects feeds into the composition of spatial attribu-
tes of sound and the musical idea of space. The decorre-
lation factor gives the possibilities rangy from localizable
sources to diffuse sound field, and the modulation factor
enables the variation between static situations to complex
movement in space. These parameters encapsulate a mul-
titude of operations on the signal as well as ways to think
about interactions with spatial attributes of sound. Based
on an experimental methodology of research-creation com-
bining audio experiments with development, this approach
shows how rich it is to explore different layers of our com-
positional environments to propose new paradigms of spa-
tial audio. This has resulted in a new version of the decor-
relation and ring modulation inside the Faust library abc.

1. INTRODUCTION

The spatial dimension of sound is essential in the field of
contemporary music creation, especially in electroacous-
tic and electronic music. Today, concert halls and studios
are equipped with multipoint diffusion systems. Since the
1990s, software implementing sound spatialization mod-
els have been created and shared by the community of
compositors, computer music designers and audio engi-
neers [1]. The development of these technologies feeds
new paradigms of representation and ways to think about
space in music [2]. Most of the spatialization techniques
are based on point sources in close relationship with spatial
hearing models [3] [4] [5]. Accessible musical operations
for creators are the placement of sources, designing move-
ments and room acoustic simulation. However, other ap-
proaches of interaction with spatial attributes of sound ex-
ist [6] [7] [8]. The project HOALibrary contributed to those
approaches in synergy with many years of research and
creation about the spatiality of sound at CICM. The Cen-
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tre d’Informatique et de Création Musicale created by Ho-
racio Vaggione in 1992 accommodates researches which
have interactions 1 between creation, technologies and com-
puter sciences especially spatialization since the beginning
of the 2000s [9]. Developed by J. Colafrancesco, P. Guil-
lot and E. Paris between 2012 and 2015 in the context of
the Labex Arts H2H projects, HOALibrary is a library of
spatial audio processing tools in ambisonics [10]. One of
the particularities of this library for Max and Pd is the in-
sertion of signal processes (well known in electroacous-
tic and mixed music) such as granulation, ring modula-
tion or decorrelation into the ambisonic model. Unfortu-
nately the Pd version is obsolete since 2019. In order to
formalize twenty years of work on mixed music and to ad-
dress the obsolescence of HOALibrary, Bonardi began to
transcribe treatments of the object hoa.process∼ in Faust
(as well as ambisonic basics and multichannel processes)
grouped in the library abc.lib [11] 2 . In this context, we
began new developments and fine-tuning around the decor-
relation and the ring modulator in ambisonics lean on a
research-creation practice 3 . The musical interest of those
two treatments is in part linked to the fact that they al-
low complex sensitive results through the manipulation of
just one parameter, the factor. The decorrelation produces
progressively diffuse sound fields from one mono source
(Sound 6.1) and the ring modulation creates the sensation
of complex movement from one mono source (Sound 6.2).
We refer to sound examples all along the article which are
indexed in the appendix (6) and available on the platform
HAL of the Centre pour la Communication Scientifique of
the CNRS.

1 The interactions take place in research projects where the activity
of creation permits to test in sensitive and qualitative ways the results
of audio digital processes. https://cicm.mshparisnord.fr Ac-
cessed on: April 6, 2022

2 The library is currently compiled for Max and Pd and available here
with the Faust code: https://github.com/alainbonardi/
abclib Accessed on: April 6, 2022

3 A state of the art of ’research-creation’ or ’artistic research’ is be-
yond the scope of this paper. ’Research-creation’ refers to a large set
of practices and methods. For this paper, its doing research in interaction
with creation in an academic context. Both part emerges from and merges
with the other. Composing is here a manner to handle tools (theoretical
and technological) and to produce knowledge in music, musicology and
computer music sciences. Composing as a research activity is at the core
of CICM and ArTeC. We explain in fact the methodology in section 3.
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2. INTERACTING WITH SPATIALITY

In the practices of electroacoustic, mixed and electronic
music, the work on the spatial dimension of sound cannot
be reduced to spatialization [12] [13] [14] [15] 4 . Design-
ing treatments as a way to design instruments is at the core
of musical practices in digital environments. The HOALi-
brary project approached space in terms of spatial process
of sound. The library has been conceived to give access to
musicians to the operations in the framework of the HOA
(High Order Ambisonic) model. In this section we will
first present the way to create treatments in HOALibrary
and their transcriptions in the Faust language. Then we
will present the design of macro parameters as controllers
for digital processes. Finally, we will go further and ex-
pose how the design of functions is an important step to
give access to operations.

2.1 Spatial Processing

The B-Format proposed by M.Gerzon and HOA proposed
by J.Daniel are techniques to record, synthesize, process
and reproduce acoustic fields. These techniques are based
on three steps: encoding, optimisation and decoding. The
encoding principle is based on the description of the spher-
ical functions (in 3D) or circular functions (in 2D) corre-
sponding to the acoustic field at one point of space using
an ensemble of reference functions. These reference func-
tions are called ’harmonics’, their number depends on the
encoding order. The more harmonics are used, the more
precise the encoding will be. In a 2D encoding there are
2(N+1) harmonics and in 3D encoding there are (N+1)2

harmonics. They are organized in order m (line) and de-
gree l (row) as −l ≤ m ≤ +l and can be represented as in
the Figure 1.

Figure 1. Spherical harmonics indexed by the ACN (Am-
bisonic Channel Number) in [16] .

The decoding stage consists of calculating the projection
of the spherical function on the loudspeaker setup. In other
words, calculating the gain sent to each speaker depending
of a diffusion system which needs to include more speakers
(set on a circle or a dome) than the number of harmonics.
Processes in HOALibrary consist of applying digital audio
treatment to each harmonic. Inspired by the object poly∼,

4 These four papers are written by composers (except the last) which
cover electroacoustic, mixed music, electronic music and musical instal-
lation. They are focused on their own approach to the spatial dimension
of sound, and gives an idea of the range of approaches.

the objects hoa.2d.process∼ or hoa.3d.process∼ - takes as
first argument the order of encoding - instances a patch of
treatment for each harmonic [17]. For example, the ob-
ject hoa.2d.process∼ in the Figure 2, instances the patch
hoa.fx.decorrelation∼ (as in Figure 3 for Y0) fifteen times
corresponding to the numbers of harmonics in HOA 2D 7th

order. The process parameters are generally proportional
to an harmonic coefficient which depend on the order, the
degree and the number of harmonics. Since 2020 patches
instantiated by the hoa.process∼ are grouped in abc.lib
in Faust. This functional language for signal processing
gives the opportunity to clear operations especially with
the primitive function ’par’ which creates indexed opera-
tions in parallel. Multiple windows encapsulated in Max
or Pd correspond to a few lines in Faust that can be edited
using an embedded compiler.

Figure 2. Help patch of the hoa.fx.decorrelation∼ spatial
process.

2.2 The Factor

Designing treatments is a way to build a part of our ’com-
posable space’. This notion originally developped by Ho-
racio Vaggione is the environment allowing composers to
generate and control sound morphologies. Composable
spaces are multidimensional and are themselves morpholo-
gies that can be designed [14]. The composable space
offers controllers to operate on and compose sound. In
HOALibrary and abc.lib, the controllers which are desi-
gned for decorrelation and ring modulation are accessible
parameters, and notably the ’factor’. The ’factor’ param-
eter is a meta-parameter which controls the depth of the
treatment. The idea of Guillot and Paris was to begin to
process higher harmonics for low values of the ’factor’ up
to the harmonic 0 for the maximum of the ’factor’. When
these treatments are applied after a mono source encod-
ing, the result can be described by a transition from point
source to a diffuse sound field with a color chart behind



Figure 3. hoa.fx.decorrelation∼ patch.

these two states for the decorrelation [18] and a transition
from point static situations to larger source and complex
movements for the ring modulation.

2.3 Accessing Controls in Faust

One of the advantages of the Faust language is the possi-
bility to define a user interface which will be automatically
rendered at compilation. Primitives like buttons, sliders,
and number boxes are generated. These primitives are pa-
rameterized when they are declared: initial value, mini-
mum, maximum, interval. For example in the function
abc 2d fx decorrelation ui(n) presented in the Listing
1, the function fxDecorrelation is called with four param-
eters which are the variables ’delay’, ’factor’, ’fdbk’ and
’functiontype’. Those variables take the value of the asso-
ciated primitive ’hslider’ (horizontal slider).

1 abc_2d_fx_decorrelation_ui(n) = fxDecorrelation(
n, delay, winfreq, factor, fdbk,
functiontype)

2 with {
3 delay = hslider("v:synfxdecorrelation/delay

[unit:samples]", 48000, 10, 262144, 1);
4 window = 10; //by default a window of 10

milliseconds for the interpolation of delays
//

5 winfreq = 1000. / window;
6 factor = hslider("v:synfxdecorrelation/

factor", 0, 0, 1, 0.001);
7 fdbk = hslider("v:synfxdecorrelation/fdbk",

0, 0, 0.99, 0.001);
8 functiontype = hslider("v:synfxdecorrelation

/functiontype", 0, 0, 21, 1);
9 //

10 };

Listing 1. example of GUI with Faust in the abc.lib

If the function abc 2d fx decorrelation ui(n) is called
in the ‘process’, at compilation the program will include a
horizontal slider labeled ‘delay’, ’factor’, ’fdbk’ and ’func-
tiontype’ corresponding to the string. In abc.lib, graphic
user interfaces are dissociated from audio process func-
tions (the fxDecorrelation function in this example). Al-
ready at this step, the controllers are defined. For example

the decorrelation is based on delay lines which can be feed-
back: should we leave the possibility to control the amount
of feedback in the interval [0, 1] or [0, 1[? In the same way,
if the interval for the factor is 0.1 or 0.001, the perceived
result will not be the same. We will see in the next section
that the controllers of the composable space are already
designed in the function implementation.

3. DESIGNING DIGITAL OBJECTS

Interactions between composers, performers or computer
music designers and sound qualities when computers are
involved are multilayered. Building setups of hardware
controllers, sensors or GUI is common in the computer
music practice as well as the building of audio proces-
sors with such high level graphical environments as Pd,
MaxMsp or Max4Live. Thinking about the interactions
between all the layers of musical environments and the
sonic user feedback is essential to understand the music
made with these environments. The term ’digital object’
used in the title encapsulates all these layers. In this sec-
tion, we highlight a methodology of experimental practice
to build treatments in a musical way. With the new devel-
opments and fine tuning on decorrelation and ring modu-
lation we want to show the multi-scale aspect of designing
digital objects that gather: implementation, design of the
controllers, GUI and activation by the user. Our method is
based on an iterative prototyping loop always linked to lis-
tening and composition: we develop audio processes with
musical goals, tested them in the studio and used them in
compositions. These studies tools are handled in works
of Musicology Bachelor students (Paris 8 University) as
well as in experienced composers’ works. The results of
the interactions between developments, the self used, feed-
back from students and from experienced composers are
not quantitative but observed in a qualitative way 5 . All
the tests were done in HOA 2D 3th on 8 speaker (Gen-
elec 8030A) portion of a 16 speaker dome in the studio of
the CICM at the MSH PN and example are grouped in the
appendix.

3.1 Decorrelation

The terms correlation and decorrelation refer to mathemat-
ics tools used in digital audio processing among other dis-
ciplines for musical purposes and for analyzing perception
of space. We can think of correlation as similarity. For
example, the cross-correlation function is a way to cal-
culate the similarity between two signals. The decorre-
lation in digital audio applied to musical purpose consists
in dephasing signals or applying all-pass filters. Extending

5 We saw that this tools affect the students’ approach of composition.
Moreover the decorrelation takes a large place in the Anne Sèdes works.
She documented her approach of decorrelation in ambisonics in [19]
and the last version of the ambisonics decorrelation was implemented
and tested in her last work Écoute/Expension for the choreograph Kitsou
Dubois. Plus, as a part of his PhD research, Goutmann is working on an
electroacoustic piece which handle the decorrelation in ambisonic Com-
pression/Dilatation in the examples is a binaural version of the first part
of this piece originally for a 3D setup of speakers (Sound 6.6). The piece
was performed at the Les visites insolites du CNRS (October 4 2021) and
during an electroacoustic concert Séance d’écoute (March 4 2022) at the
MSH PN Maison des Sciences de l’Homme Paris Nord



the works of Kendall and Vaggione [20] [21], the decor-
relation in HOALibrary (and then in abc.lib) is based on
the dephasing of the harmonics after the encoding process
with the insertion of delay lines. Inserting some delays be-
tween harmonics breaks the correlation of post-encoding
signals and gives a rich perceptive result of a diffuse sound
field. The decorrelation has initially two parameters: ’de-
lay’, ’factor’. We add two more: type of distribution of the
delays (’functiontype’) and feedback (’fdbk’). The factor
determines how many harmonics will be delayed, the delay
is the maximum delay time applied to the harmonics, the
distribution of delay is the function used to spread the de-
lays between the harmonics. The decorrelation is defined
for each spatial component among:

P =

{
2.N + 1 in 2D,

(N + 1)2 in 3D
(1)

where P is the number of harmonics at the ambisonic
order N , by the delay di:

di =

{
0 if fa < 1− i+1

P ,

delay.f( i+1
P ) else

(2)

where f(x) is the function of distribution called abcth
in the library. The blockdiagram of the decorrelation in
Figure 4 shows that we hear the signal delayed or not ac-
cording to the factor and the index of the harmonic, thanks
to the two envelopes env1 and env1c - when one is equal
to zero the other is equal to one.

Figure 4. Blockdiagram of the decorrelation in abc.lib

3.1.1 The stairs problem

In this situation, if the factor value is in the interval [0,
1
P ] the last harmonic is delayed with the maximum delay
time and all the others won’t be delayed. Therefore, as
the factor increases, the second to last harmonic will be
delayed starting from a factor equal to 2

P , the third to last
will be delayed starting from 3

P , etc. The sensitive result
isn’t a progressive generation of a diffuse sound field but
a progressive insertion of static delay lines (Sound 6.3).
Figure 5 illustrates the coefficient of delay time applied to
each harmonic when the factor increases in 2D 3th order:
when the factor increases we first hear the last harmonic
delayed (Y−3,3), then second to the last (Y3,3) and this until
the first (Y0).

Figure 5. Plot of the delay coefficient per harmonic versus
the factor.

In consequence, we decided to introduce the factor in the
delay equation of each harmonic. That leads to the reduc-
tion to the gap between the delays of harmonics already
delayed and harmonics that begin to be delayed when the
factor increases. Moreover, the delays progressively in-
crease as the factor increases as illustrated in the Figure 6
and that amplifies the effect of progressive generation of
diffuse sound field (Sound 6.4). We have chosen to dupli-
cate each signal corresponding to the harmonics and add a
gate as a binary wet/dry controlled by the factor. The de-
lay time is equal to 0 when the factor is under a threshold
and the feedback introduces coloration and saturation. So
when the factor is under the threshold we hear the signal
without delay line and when the factor is higher the thresh-
old we hear the signal with a delay line.

Figure 6. Plot of the delay coefficient per harmonic versus
the factor when including the factor in the delay equation.

3.1.2 The distribution choice

The calculation of the delay time for each harmonic de-
pends on the factor, the maximum delay time and the coef-
ficient of the harmonic. The higher the order of the har-
monic is, the deeper the treatment. But the delay time



applied if the factor is higher than the threshold increases
linearly from the first harmonic to the last. Based on ex-
periments on graphic user interfaces to control the decorre-
lation [18], we proposed to control the type of distribution
with 21 functions called abcth that are in the range [0, 1]
when x ∈ [0, 1] (Sound 6.5).

3.2 Ring Modulation

Ring modulation consists in modulating a bipolar signal
by another bipolar signal. In ambisonics, ring modulation
consists in modulating each harmonic with a sinusoidal
signal and has two parameters: the factor of modulation
and the frequency of the carrier. If the factor is greater
than the threshold:

(P − i− 1)

P
(3)

the ith ring modulator is active with a carrier c of:

c = f0.
(i+ 1)

P
(4)

where P is the number of harmonics. If the factor is un-
der the threshold, the original signal is provided. There-
fore, ring modulators are progressively revealed when the
factor increases. For example, after an encoding at third or-
der in 2D, there are seven harmonics. The harmonic 0 will
have a modulation with a carrier of f0

7 and will be modu-
lated between a factor of [ 67 , 1]. Continuing the example,
if the frequency of modulation is 10Hz the frequency of
modulation of each harmonic will take the value shown in
the Table 1 (Sound 6.2).

Yith freqmod

Y0 1.42 Hz
Y−1,1 2.85 Hz
Y1,1 4.28 Hz
Y−2,2 5.71 Hz
Y2,2 7.14 Hz
Y−3,3 8.57 Hz
Y3,3 10.0 Hz

Table 1. Modulation frequency per harmonic for 2D 3th

order

The sensitive result of this process ranges from complex
movements to timbre modification thanks to the behaviour
of the ring modulation with a frequency modulation higher
than 20 Hz.

3.3 FX/SYN

There are two modes of applying in abc.lib: FX and
SYN. FX mode applies the process to the harmonics post-
encoding. The idea is to be able to control the depth of
the treatment on the sound field from a directional sound
field to a diffuse sound field. The idea of the SYN mode is
that it doesn’t matter if the signal is not ambisonic encoded
before applying the treatment because the process distorts
the coherence of the intermediate representation of space.

SYN mode is thought to synthesize directly a diffuse sound
field from one mono source. But when the factor is equal
to zero, the same signal is sent to all the decoder inputs as
if a localized sound field was synthesized the source is lo-
calized in one direction 6 : 45°. For example, in the first
order case, if the same signal is sent to all the entries of a
decoder it get close to an encoding of a source at 45° (when
the source angle is 45°, the output of Y−1,1 and Y1,1 are
0.707) and the intermediate representation of space (circu-
lar function) has shown in the Figure 7.

Figure 7. Intermediate representation of space with Y0,
Y−1,1 and Y1,1 equal to one. In red the positive and in blue
the negative part of the function.

Consequently, we decided to cut all harmonics except the
first when the factor is equal to 0. The objective was to
create a strong mono when the factor is equal to zero and
to go progressively to a diffuse sound field. We apply gain
compensation and progressively fade in the other harmon-
ics when the factor increases between [0, 1

n ]. The Figure 8
shows the gain compensation of the Y0 per ambisonic order
(until 7) versus the factor.

4. CONCLUSION

In this article we highlighted the potential of ‘treatment’
oriented approach for spatial audio processing in HOALi-
brary and abc.lib. We presented the richness of a research-
creation methodology based on an iterative prototyping lo-
op guided by listening with two examples: decorrelation
and ring modulation in ambisonics. In the part 2 ’Inter-
acting with spatiality’ we first provide a summary on am-
bisonics and the approach of space in HOALibrary. In the
section 2.2, we presented a new paradigm to compose and

6 In Head-Related Coordinate System, and the angle is given in anti-
clockwise



Figure 8. gain compensation per ambisonic order versus
the factor

control spatial attributes of sound based on the design of
macro-parameters. We then suggested that attention given
to the access to the functions (the controllers) take a part in
the design of that Vaggione calls our ’composable space’.
Based on two examples, we explained our methodology in
part 3 ’Designing digital objects’. First, we presented in
the section 3.1 the fine tunings on the delay time equation,
then in the section 3.1.2 the different types of distributions
between the delay lines that we use in the library. We pre-
sented in the section 3.2 the ring modulation and a way to
distribute all the frequencies of modulation to the spatial
harmonics. Finally, we presented two modes of treatment
in HOALibrary and abc.lib: FX and SYN ; we explain
our choice to use only the first spatial component when
the factor is equal to zero for the SYN mode. In future
work, we plan to investigate other treatments of the library
7 using the same methodology, combining tests and musi-
cal experiments to improve and tune the parameters/meta-
parameters of the processes. Furthermore, we will investi-
gate the particularity of the ambisonic situation in different
multi-channel situations. If processes of abc.lib are applied
to the signals associated with harmonics or other multi-
channel signals, it will be the same mechanism. Neverthe-
less, we could imagine processes working per order and
per degree or other logics that we would need to design.
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6. APPENDIX

List of sound examples quoted in the paper with short
descriptions and links to HAL repository. All audio
examples are mono sound encoded and processed in 2D
3th order, and decoded in binaural (48kHz, 24bits).

6.1 Sound 1

◦ source: loop of an audio excerpt (10sec.) from the com-
position Compression-Dilatation 6.6

◦ description: the sound is presented five times, first with-
out decorrelation (10sec.), second with the factor in-
creasing, third with the factor at 1, fourth with the factor
decreasing in 10 seconds and finally the sound without
decorrelation (10sec.) ;

◦ parameter: delay = 1000ms, functiontype = 0, factor
goes from 0 to 1 in 10 seconds then return to 0 in 10
seconds ;

◦ https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/
hal-03637787

6.2 Sound 2

◦ source: loop ofa clarinet playing A3 ordinario ;
◦ description: we hear the effect of the factor of ring mod-

ulation ;
◦ parameter: f0 = 10, factor goes from 0 to 1 in 10 seconds

and after 5 seconds returns to 0 in 10 seconds after 5
seconds ;

◦ https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/
hal-03637789

6.3 Sound 3

◦ source: looped sample of a doublebass doing a Bartok
pizzicato ;

◦ description: we hear the insertion of static delay line
when the factor increases. First one echo, then two,etc.,
until we heard seven distinct echos (each harmonic - at
the third order in 2D) ;

◦ parameter: delay = 1000ms, functiontype = 0, factor
goes from 0 to 1 in 25 seconds ;

◦ https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/
hal-03637800

6.4 Sound 4

◦ source: looped sample of a doublebass doing a Bartok
pizzicato ;

◦ description: we hear the delay time of each harmonic
increasing progressively when the factor increases ;

◦ parameter: delay = 1000ms, functiontype = 0, factor
goes from 0 to 1 in 25 seconds ;

◦ https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/
hal-03637802

6.5 Sound 5

◦ source: looped sample of a doublebass doing a Bartok
pizzicato ;

◦ description: we hear the effect of the different delay dis-
tribution between the ambisonics component ;

◦ parameter : delay = 1000ms, factor = 1, fd = 0, function-
type goes from 0 to 22 ;

◦ https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/
hal-03637803

6.6 Sound 6

◦ title: Compression - Dilatation ;
◦ description: this is a sketch of electroacoustic piece

composed in the context of the Ph.D research of Gout-
mann ;

◦ https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/
hal-03642163
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